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COMMITTED TO HEALTHY 
MOVEMENT //

At Matrix, we believe in the quality of life that is supported by 

movement. Whether living independently or in an assisted living 

community, those who can access convenient, intuitive tools for 

movement can preserve their physical capacities and maintain 

their Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). That’s why our extensive 

portfolio of functional movement solutions — including some 

equipment that is Med CE certified for therapeutic, rehab and 

active-aging settings — meets the needs of specialists who 

understand just how important movement is to a healthy future. 

Count on Matrix for equipment that can improve every aspect 

of multi-planar movement — cardiovascular fitness, functional 

strength, flexibility, coordination, balance and agility. You’ll 

discover that everything we offer is versatile, accessible and 

easy-to-use, able to motivate and challenge while building the 

mobility your clients need to maintain independence and overall 

well-being. You can also count on our promise to be your partner 

and resource every step of the way as you and your clients 

journey down the road to wellness. 
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CARDIO FUNCTIONAL
STRENGTH

AGILITY FLEXIBILITY

BALANCE COORDINATION



A PARTNER  
THAT’S WITH YOU EVERY 
STEP OF THE WAY //

T O T A L  S O L U T I O N S  P A R T N E R

You’re committed to the ongoing wellness of your clients, just like 

we’re committed to an ongoing relationship with you. You’ll have 

full access to our expertise, resources and exemplary service at 

every level of your business when you partner with Matrix. We’ll 

be there today, tomorrow and in the future to help you bring your 

vision of healthy movement to life with complete solutions that 

redefine expectations.
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Facility Planning /
Count on our talented facility planning team to bring your healthy place to life. We’ll work with you every step of the way, helping you select  

the ideal mix of equipment for your space, clients and budget. We can even help you visualize all the possibilities with our cutting-edge  

2D and 3D design resources.  

Dedicated Sales & Support /
Our dedicated sales and support teams understand the needs of medical and training specialists. From equipment ideal for your clients to  

the industry’s best technology and beyond, we’ll work with you to redefine the journey to wellness in ways you never imagined possible.

Unmatched Customer Support /
Partner with Matrix, and you’ll have access to our unmatched customer support. You and the people you serve can depend on us for a  

90% first-time fix rate, a 48-hour service response window and the ability to provide diagnostic services remotely or on-site.

Matrix Learning /
Matrix Learning puts a whole world of additional service and support at your fingertips. Simply visit matrixlearningcenter.com for instant  

access to product training, maintenance tips, on-demand educational videos and much more. The resources collected at Matrix Learning  

will always be available to help you serve your clients better, and we’re adding to them all the time. 

Industry-leading Warranties /
Our promise of quality to you. We offer all of the protection you need to choose confidently and know that you’ve chosen the products with  

the lowest cost of ownership in the industry. 

Certified Installation/Service Kit /
Count on Matrix to take care of you as well as you take care of your clients. We’ll get you up and running on your schedule and provide  

your staff with all the tools you need to stay that way.



DESIGNS THAT  
MOVE YOU //

M A T R I X  P O R T F O L I O

At Matrix, we believe in better health. The following pages 

highlight just a few of our best products for the medical and 

active-aging markets. Please ask your Matrix representative 

if you don’t see what you are looking for here. With over 500 

products — including some that are Med CE certified for 

therapeutic, rehab and active-aging settings — we’re sure  

to have a solution that fits your needs. 
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Versatile /
With the industry’s largest product portfolio, Matrix provides forward-thinking equipment that works in  a variety of settings 

to help clients of all ability levels build mobility, strength, endurance and flexibility. Special features that provide invaluable 

assistance at the start of therapy are designed to be unobtrusive when clients progress through their treatment protocols, 

delivering solutions for every stage along the continuum of care.

Accessible /
We incorporate thoughtful details into everything we provide that make it possible for clients with reduced mobility or  

function to take part in the exercise therapy they need to live long, active lives. No matter what their age, illness, injury or 

disability, your clients will find it’s easier than ever to begin or maintain prescribed exercise protocols.

Med CE Certified /
Because of our commitment to serving the needs of therapeutic, rehab and active-aging professionals, select products go  

beyond dynamic performance and lasting durability to earn the Med CE Certification under the European Medical Device  

directive. These products are specifically manufactured to meet stringent international standards for safety, biocompatible 

materials and function to help healthcare providers follow exact training protocols and implement patient programs with  

confidence in accurate results and quantifiable progress. These scientifically validated products are just one of many ways  

we can help you and your clients achieve your goals. 



CREATED FOR SMOOTHER 
MOVEMENT //

C A R D I O

Our complete portfolio of intuitive, durable cardio equipment 

offers a full range of essential modalities to help your clients get 

moving in healthy, natural ways. From treadmills that offer a more 

natural run to smooth-moving ellipticals to bikes that provide 

unmatched support and more, you’ll find that everything we offer 

makes bringing healthy movement to life easier and better in 

smart, surprising ways.
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Addressing the Continuum of Care /
Our cardio equipment serves the complete spectrum of needs, from deconditioned clients to those who just want to maintain well-being.  

Our treadmills and exercise bikes feature low starting speeds to accommodate virtually any ability level. As clients make progress, it’s easy  

to switch users from a recumbent cycle to a Hybrid cycle featuring a command seat that aids in controlling hip flexion and finally to an  

upright bike that encourages healthy posture. 

Superior Ergonomics /
Your clients will experience unmatched comfort with the sculpted Ergo Form Seat found on all of our exercise bikes, plus enhanced support  

and optimized weight distribution with our recumbent designs. The smooth contralateral action of our Ascent Trainers and ellipticals mimics  

the body’s natural movements to provide an invigorating cardio workout that’s still easy on the joints. And our treadmill motors sync to every  

footfall so there’s never a surge or lag, keeping your clients in perfect rhythm. 

Easy Accessibility /
All of our treadmills, Ascent Trainers and ellipticals feature a low step-on height, making it easy for even your most deconditioned clients  

to get started. Treadmill handrails with neutral-position, angled grips ensure secure entry and exit. Our exercise bikes feature the industry’s  

lowest step-through frames to make access easy for a wide variety of users.



MEDICAL TREADMILL //T3XM

• Class IIa Med CE certified to serve the needs of therapeutic, rehab and active-aging settings

• Intuitive, bright LED console displays only the feedback essential to therapists and clinicians

• WiFi connectivity accommodates optional Matrix Asset Management system and  
Workout Tracking Network

• Extended handrails with neutral-position, angled grips ensure secure entry and exit

• Low 0.16 km/h / 0.1 mph start speed in forward and reverse lets users with limited abilities 
take part in functional movement exercises 
 
 

• Integrated IR sensor stops belt motion when triggered by an object or person

• Low 19 cm / 7.5” step-on height offers easy accessibility

• Matrix 4.2 HP AC Dynamic Response Drive System with .1mA current leakage fine-tunes 
response based on footfall patterns for a smooth, consistent, natural workout

• Maximum reverse speed of 6.4 kph / 4 mph
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TREADMILL //T3XH

• 41 cm / 16” touchscreen display includes 
Simplified Display Mode, ideal for use  
in therapeutic, rehabilitation and active- 
aging settings

• Compatible with Virtual Active programming  
to provide an immersive exercise experience

• Extended handrails with neutral-position,  
angled grips ensure safe entry and exit 
 
 

• Low 0.16 km/h / 0.1 mph start speed allows  
users in therapeutic, rehabilitation and  
active-aging settings to take part in functional  
movement exercises

• Low 19 cm / 7.5” step-on height offers easy access

• Matrix 4.2 HP AC Dynamic Response Drive 
System with .5mA current leakage fine-tunes 
response based on footfall patterns for a  
smooth, consistent, natural workout

• Rear entry and low 24 cm / 9.5” step-on  
height offers easy access to low-impact,  
total-body cardio 

• Engages different muscle sets and incorporates 
strength training

• 51-61 cm / 20–24” adjustable stride length for 
increased range of motion

• Adjustable incline and resistance 
 
 
 

• Contralateral action with tapered, dual-action 
handlebars mimics natural, healthy movement

• Ergo Form Grips with integrated incline and 
resistance controls enhance comfort and 
accessibility to key functions

• Constant rate of acceleration and patented 
suspension design deliver a smooth motion  
free of wheels and tracks

ASCENT TRAINER //



R3XM MEDICAL RECUMBENT  
CYCLE //

• Class I Med CE certified to serve the needs of therapeutic, rehab and active-aging settings

• Intuitive, bright LED console displays only the feedback essential to therapists and clinicians

• Pedal crank arms are independently length adjustable from 3.8 cm–17.8 cm / 1.5”–7”  
without tools to allow rotational movement with limited knee or hip range of motion

• Seat swivels 160 degrees and locks at right, left and center to accommodate a variety  
of client needs

• Self-balancing pedals with heel cups and adjustable straps provide secure, stable  
foot placement 

• Effortless one-hand seat adjustment fine-tunes positioning to suit users of all sizes

• Pedal cranks lock into numbered positions to easily verify crank height and clearly  
record client progress

• Hand toggles make adjusting resistance easy and instant

• WiFi connectivity accommodates optional Matrix Asset Management system and  
Workout Tracking Network

• Ergo Form seat and back pad enhance comfort, support and ventilation

• Self-powered system provides cost-savings and freedom of placement within the facility
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HYBRID CYCLE // UPRIGHT CYCLE //

• Combines the performance of an upright with  
the comfort of a recumbent cycle 

• 45-degree command seating position aids in 
controlling hip flexion

• Ergo Form seat and back pad enhance comfort, 
support and ventilation 
 
 
 
 

• Self-balancing pedals with adjustable straps 
provide secure, stable foot placement

• Self-powered system provides cost-savings and 
freedom of placement within the facility

• Designed to advance sit-to-stand progression  
and build core stability with low-impact cardio

• Low step-over height for easy access

• Handles with contoured elbow rests  
enhance comfort 
 
 
 
 
 

• One-handed seat adjustment offers easy,  
precise positioning

• Self-balancing pedals with adjustable straps 
provide secure, stable foot placement

• Self-powered system provides cost-savings  
and freedom of placement within the facility



FORGED FOR FUNCTIONAL 
STRENGTH //

S T R E N G T H

Choose our biomechanically sound strength equipment to help 

your clients build the functional strength they need to keep doing 

the things they love, no matter what their age or injury. Serve 

a wide variety of diverse needs by combining our amazingly 

versatile Connexus Functional Training System with single-

station units, multi-station units, plate-loaded racks and free 

weights. Our thoughtfully crafted designs provide easy access, 

instant adjustability and advanced ergonomics from the seat to  

the grips that make every rep more comfortable.
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Functional Strength for Everyone /
Functional strength is key to maintaining independence, so we offer a wide array of weight stations designed for wheelchair accessibility, easy 

adjustability and dual functionality for exercise variety. Our Connexus Functional Training System offers virtually endless options for improving daily 

movement patterns, ideal for post-operative and sports injury rehabilitation. Our wheelchair-friendly Versa Series functional trainer also allows for 

smaller adjustments between resistance levels and a smooth, natural feel for both slow and fast movements.  

Biomechanically Sound /
All of our strength training equipment is designed with comfort in mind, plus the ability to adjust to meet the needs of your individual clients.  

Function-specific grips reduce stress on contact points, and specifically positioned padding alleviates pain points across the other key bodily contact 

points. The action of each machine is designed to encourage healthy, natural movements, and all of our adjustment points are clearly marked and easy  

to access, so every client can experience a perfect fit as they work to improve their functional strength.

Information & Progress Tracking /
Conveniently located and easy-to-read exercise placards offer a quick reference to targeted muscle groups and safe, healthy equipment use. Our 

stations feature high-contrast incremental weight controls that are easy to adjust from the seated position. Certain stations even include integrated 

electronic counters to track repetitions, activity time and rest time, simplifying the workout experience and keeping your clients on track as they build 

functional strength one rep at a time.



MEDICAL  
LEG PRESS //

MD-S70

• Class I Med CE certified for therapeutic, rehab and active-aging environments creating 
a wide range of progression programs, including isometric, loaded isometric, isotonic, 
plyometric, elastic and combined (elastic and weight stack) exercises 

•  Low starting weight of 2.63 kg / 5.8 lbs. offers gradual progression

• Therapist position foot platform adjustment allows range of motion changes from  
a standing position outside the machine

• Adjustable shoulder pads and gas-assisted seat back provide flexible progressions  
and comfortable use for clients of all sizes

• Stack disconnect allows free movement of the carriage without additional resistance,  
ideal for deconditioned, rehabbing and injured clients

• Range of motion limiter prevents movement of the carriage beyond a determined point

• Band hooks make it easy to add external resistance bands for elastic and plyometric training

• Retractable foot rest keeps the client’s off leg clear of moving parts while performing  
one-leg exercises

• Carriage lockout and range-of-motion limiter restrict carriage movement for isometric 
contractions while protecting clients from overextending

• Optional incremental weight, step stool, force plate holder and accessory package are also 
available — visit matrixfitness.com for more info
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MEDICAL  
LEG EXTENSION /  
LEG CURL //

MD-S711

• Class I Med CE certified for therapeutic, rehab and active-aging environments creating 
progression programs to build strength in the hamstrings and quads 

• Smooth, gas-assisted vertical back pad adjustment includes 10-, 20-, 30- and 40-degree 
positions to provide options for clients with hip mobility restrictions

• Gas-assisted horizontal back pad adjustment offers seven positions to provide proper 
alignment for a range of body types and makes changing positions fluid and easy

• Unique seat pivot allows proper joint alignment with the machine’s axis of rotation,  
creating optimal biomechanics in both directions

• Swing arm adjustment allows the thigh pad to pivot out of the in-use area for users. 
 

• Thigh pad features gas-assisted adjustment to nine positions to provide comfortable  
use and swings smoothly out of the way for easy entry and exit

• Range-of-motion limiter restricts the stroke for isometric contractions and to protect  
clients from overextending

• 12 starting positions let medical professionals adjust the unit to accommodate a wide  
range of joint flexibility and physical limitations

• Ankle pad adjusts to four positions to provide comfortable use for clients of different sizes

• Low starting weight of 4.5 kg / 10 lbs. for the leg extension and 3.4 kg / 7.5 lbs. for the leg 
curl helps injured or deconditioned clients get started and progress quickly

• Optional incremental weight and step stool are also available — visit matrixfitness.com for more info



MEDICAL ADJUSTABLE 
PULLEY //

MD-AP

• Class I Med CE certified for therapeutic, rehab and active-aging environments creating  
a wide range progression programs including exercises that build upper body, lower body 
and core muscles that are essential to ADLs

• 35 clearly numbered adjustment points provide exercise variety and aids in  
precise repeatability

• One-handed pulley adjustment offers easy operation 
 
 
 
 

• Low starting weight of 2.3 kg / 5 lbs. offers gradual progression

• 1:2 pulley ratio provides smooth operation while reducing momentum and lengthening  
the cable travel for maximum training versatility

• Optional incremental weight, balance bar, medical handrail, wheel transport and  
Inclusive Fitness kits are also available — visit matrixfitness.com for more info
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CONNEXUS PERIMETER //

• Ideal for individualized functional exercises  
with resistance bands

• Perimeter design takes advantage of  
underutilized wall and corner space to  
offer high-impact training 

• Offers broad training opportunities using bars, 
med balls, boxing bags and suspension straps  
 
 
 

• Movable low, mid and high attachment points 
provide training flexibility 

• Easy adjustability simplifies set-up and transition 
between exercises

• Optional med ball target can be used with slam  
balls and med balls for power training 

• Versa Series model designed for retraining 
movement patterns during functional training, 
post-operative rehab or sports injury rehab

• Wheelchair-accessible design

• Accommodates seated exercise with a bench, 
chair or stability ball

• 1:2 pulley ratio provides increased cable travel  
and smaller incremental weight changes 
 
 

• One-handed pulley adjustment offers  
easy operation

• 76 cm / 30” connection provides ample  
storage for functional training accessories  
(VS-VFT30 shown)

• Also available: VS-VFT18 46 cm / 18”  
connection accommodates optional  
training handles

FUNCTIONAL TRAINER //VS-VFT



MOVEMENT REINVENTED //
F L E X I B I L I T Y ,  B A L A N C E ,  C O O R D I N A T I O N

Just like you need to think creatively when it comes to helping  

your clients reach their wellness goals, our engineers are 

constantly changing the game when it comes to accommodating 

functional movement. Our exclusive training tools can help you 

engage clients with new challenges that are precisely adjustable  

to fit their age, injury, ability level and unique movement goals. 

From endurance to agility and everything in between, we can  

help you reinvent movement in motivating, rewarding ways.
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Low-impact Excellence /
Low-impact exercise is critical for clients struggling with joint pain, severe deconditioning or recent injury, and our exclusive products serve these  

clients better than anything else. Our S-Drive Performance Trainer offers a true zero starting speed to help users begin at their own pace while  

still challenging them to progress. The ultra-smooth strokes of our rower provides a cardio experience that can range from gentle to intense while  

virtually eliminating impact stress on joints. Our Krankcycle® offers a cardio workout specific to the upper-body that’s great for wheelchair users  

or anyone with an injury that excludes them from traditional cardio therapy. 

A Balanced Way to Move /
When it comes to enhancing, refining or rebuilding your clients’ flexibility, balance and coordination, our exclusive products provide exciting  

new options. Our Krankcycle addresses muscular balance with independent crank arms that prevent the dominant arm from assisting the other.  

Our S-Drive Performance Trainer features an adjustable harness that allows for a complete upper-body range of movement while also helping  

clients take on lateral movements that are just right for their ability level. 

Convenience in Design /
We make it easy to bring our exclusive training tools to your facility and even easier to find a place for them, because you never need to plug in.  

Our S-Drive Performance Trainer is completely self-powered, so your clients can set it in motion and move at the pace right for them. The Matrix 

Rower uses energy generated by the user’s motion to power the data display, and our Krankcycle moves smoothly with nothing more than your  

client’s determination to strive for better aerobic health. Our versatile, use-anywhere Connexus Step+ is both smart and space-efficient, offering 

standard and inverted configurations to help your clients engage in a variety of essential core, lower-body and cardio exercises.  



CONNEXUS STEP+ // KRANKCYCLE® //

• Ideal for wheelchair users and upper-body  
rehab clients looking to improve aerobic  
capacity, strength and endurance

• Short, elliptical crank arms with free  
wheel allow high cadences with natural,  
controlled momentum

• Independent crank arms prevent the dominant 
arm from assisting the other  
 
 

• Adjustable crank arm height encourages greater 
range of muscle activation

• Narrow crank axis allows shoulder-girdle rotations

• Optional ergonomically designed saddle  
allows easy transition between sitting and 
standing exercise

• Crank and flywheel assembly rotates to 
accommodate forward and reverse movements

• Ideal for improving core, lower-body and 
cardiovascular fitness using progressions in 
therapeutic, rehab and active-aging settings

• Non-slip foot pads with mechanical fasteners on 
the top and bottom provide excellent in-use stability

• Optimized length and width accommodate users 
of virtually all sizes

• Removable platform functions as a balance 
training tool 
 

• Textured surface helps prevent slips while the 
33 cm / 12.9” height trains users to step above 
traditional step height to help prevent falls

• Contoured balance surface provides consistent 
instability superior to an air bladder surface  
that can change based on the level of inflation  
or evaporation

• Integrated hand grips in the legs allow users to 
perform push-ups and dips when the step is 
flipped upside down
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S-DRIVE PERFORMANCE TRAINER // ROWER //

• Combines a self-powered treadmill, weighted  
sled, resistance parachute and harness system  
in one space-saving footprint

• Full perimeter handrails offer easy entry  
and exit 

• Sled brake and parachute brake can be used 
together or independently for a wide variety  
of training and rehab applications

• 19 cm / 7" step-on height offers easy access 
 

• True zero start serves a wide variety of  
client needs

• Adjustable harness offers easy entry / exit while 
allowing complete upper-body range of movement

• Low-inertia design offers true-to-life ground 
reaction force and quick deceleration

• Heavy-duty deck stands up to the most intense 
workout environments and accommodates larger 
users in rehabilitation settings

• Brushed aluminum flywheel offers 10 precise 
magnetic resistance settings to serve the needs  
of clients of all kinds

• Clearly defined quick keys make program 
adjustments easy

• Ergonomic contours of the seat make training 
sessions more comfortable than ever

• Seat lock offers enhanced stability when getting  
on or off the rower 
 

• Long, reinforced handle includes a comfort-
enhancing over-mold that allows both large  
and small users to pull comfortably

• Heel cups include quick release buckles that make 
getting on and off easy

• Compact footprint offers easy placement virtually 
anywhere in your facility

• Tilt-up, roll-away design offers convenient storage



CONNECTED SOLUTIONS, 
FROM THE SIMPLE TO THE 
SOPHISTICATED //

V A L U E - A D D E D  S O L U T I O N S Asset Management /
When you’re trying to get bodies healthy and keep them that way, 

you need to know that all of your equipment is functioning at its 

very best. That’s where our revolutionary Asset Management 

System comes in. Our robust platform offers a 360° view of  

your equipment status on virtually any internet-connected 

device. Using an intuitive dashboard, you can easily view 

equipment status, access equipment-specific data, customize 

equipment names, observe equipment usage patterns, generate 

comprehensive reports and much more. You even get automatic 

service notifications to streamline the service process and the 

ability to manage multiple facilities at once. When managing  

your equipment is this easy, you can focus on what really 

matters — helping your clients make strides in their journey 

toward wellness. 
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Console Selection /
Our complete selection of consoles offers a wide range of choices, so you can find the right technology for any client base, no matter  

how sophisticated or apprehensive about technology they might be. All of our industry-leading designs are intuitive and easy-to-operate,  

able to track data in ways that show clients the progress they’re making and keep them motivated to stick with it. Our premium consoles  

go even further with stunning entertainment options that redefine the exercise experience in exciting new ways. No matter what kind of  

mix of sophisticated and simple you bring to your facility, your clients will find that our consoles makes it easier than ever to reach their 

unique wellness goals. 

7xi Console /
The 7xi is a revolutionary way to link your clients to stunning entertainment, favorite apps, social media, progress  

tracking and motivating messages from you. You can even take advantage of special programs like Virtual Active  

to send clients on immersive journeys to exotic locales, reducing perceived fatigue, boredom and frustration while  

enhancing cognitive engagement throughout the workout. All the data 7xi collects is available on an open platform,  

so it is yours to use as you devise new strategies to help your clients reach their wellness goals.  

Personal Trainer Portal /
Now you can connect and engage with clients in motivating, effective new ways with our Personal Trainer Portal. An integrated part  

of our Workout Tracking Network, Personal Trainer Portal makes it easy to deliver activity assignments to clients that provide automatic 

and continuous feedback while allowing for data extraction for use in care reimbursement. You can also check progress, share data and 

communicate through virtually any internet-connected device to help clients stay on the path to wellness. The intuitive dashboard interface  

is easy to navigate, offering the flexibility to reflect the terminology that you, your staff and your clients are already comfortable using.  

With our Personal Trainer Portal, you’ll be able to forge stronger relationships with clients that produce better results while streamlining  

your administrative duties as well.
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A GLOBAL MOVEMENT //
A B O U T  U S 

Matrix Fitness — a brand of Johnson Health Tech — is the industry’s fastest-growing 

commercial brand and a favorite choice of the world’s finest fitness centers. Our product 

portfolio is unmatched in breadth and depth, so you won’t find more options, higher quality 

or better solutions anywhere else. A truly global company with subsidiaries all over the 

world, Johnson Health Tech leverages a research and development team that straddles 

hemispheres and cultures to incorporate insights from the best minds in the industry  

and produce the most technologically advanced equipment on the market.



OUR WORLDWIDE  
NETWORK //

O U R  S U B S I D I A R I E S
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Australia / New Zealand 
Johnson Health Tech Australia Pty. Ltd. 

Brazil 
Johnson Health Tech Brasil 

Canada
Johnson Health Tech Canada/STAK Fitness

China
Johnson Health Tech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. 

Denmark 
Johnson Health Tech. Denmark  

France 
Johnson Health Tech France 

Germany / Austria 
Johnson Health Tech. GmbH 

Greece 
Johnson Health Tech Hellas SA 

Hong Kong 
Johnson Health Tech - Hong Kong 

Italy 
Johnson Health Tech Italia Spa 

Japan 
Johnson Health Tech. Japan 

Korea 
Johnson Health Tech. Co., Ltd. Korea 

Malaysia 
Johnson Fitness (Malaysia) SDN. BHD. 

Mexico 
Johnson Health Tech Mexico 

Netherlands / Belgium / Luxembourg 
Johnson Health Tech. Netherlands B.V. 

Philippines 
Johnson Health Tech. Philippines Inc. 

Poland
Johnson Health Tech. Sp. Z O. O.

Spain / Portugal 
Johnson Health Tech Ibérica SL 

Switzerland 
Johnson Health Tech. (Schweiz) GmbH 

Taiwan 
Johnson Health Tech-Taiwan 

Thailand 
Johnson Health Tech. (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 

United Arab Emirates / Jordan / 
Kuwait / Oman / Qatar 
Johnson Health Tech United Arab Emirates 

United Kingdom 
Johnson Health Tech UK Ltd 

United States
Johnson Health Tech North America

Vietnam
Johnson Health Tech (Vietnam) Co. Ltd.

Visit matrixfitness.com for full contact information.
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